Professional Statement: Tim Kraska

Data has gone from scarce to superabundant. Analyzing large amounts of data is no longer just a problem for a few research projects or giant Internet companies but concerns almost everyone. The massive increase in data volume brings huge new benefits and enables many new applications. At the same time, it also requires that we rethink the way we handle and analyze data. With the increasing number of people interested in data science, it is unrealistic to assume that all of them have both, deep domain knowledge and expertise in machine learning/statistical inference, data management, visualization and many other related fields. Moreover, with the end of Moore’s law, the processing needs to keep up with the ever increasing amount of data has become a key challenge. Addressing these challenges requires throwing away old preconceptions about data management and analytics, and breaking down many of the traditional intra- and interdisciplinary boundaries in computer science.

My research aims to dramatically increase the efficiency of data-intensive systems and democratize data science by revisiting the way traditional data-intensive systems have been built, whether it is the interface or the algorithms and data structures the systems use. I strive to develop solutions that are both practical and principled, drawing on ideas from database systems, human-computer interaction, machine learning, networking, and statistics.

Over the past eight years, I have worked on two main research thrusts, SageDB at MIT and Northstar at Brown University. Both take an interdisciplinary approach to either significantly increase the efficiency of data processing systems (SageDB) or to make Data Science more accessible to a broader range of users (Northstar). These projects are summarized briefly below and discussed in greater detail in the next section.

- **Instance-optimized Systems (SageDB):** Database systems have a long history of carefully selecting efficient algorithms, e.g., a merge vs a hash-join, based on data statistics. Yet, existing databases remain general-purpose systems and are usually not purpose-built for a specific workload. As part of the SageDB project we are exploring how we can leverage machine learning (ML) and optimization methods to automatically optimize database components. For example, with learned indexes [1] we showed that we can use ML to create much more compact and faster indexes than traditional B-Trees when the data follows certain patterns. We later extended that work to multi-dimensional indexes [2, 3], DNA sequence search [4], and even sorting [5]. Further, with Neo [6] and BAO [7], which recently received the best paper award at SIGMOD, we took a learning-based approach to query optimization. Our results have driven the trend towards using machine learning to enhance systems [8, 9, 10], inspired significant follow-on work in and outside of the database community [11, 12, 13, 14, 15], and led to several companies aiming to integrate the ideas into their systems [16, 17].

- **Interactive Data Science (Northstar):** The interfaces people use to analyze data have not fundamentally changed over the past two decades. While these interfaces served generations of analysts well, they severely limit how teams can work together and still pose a significant barrier to entry for users without a computer science background. With Northstar, we developed an interactive data science platform from the ground up for teams and so-called Citizen Data Scientists, starting with the user experience rather than the system design. Interestingly, putting the user experience first required us to rethink the entire analytics stack and many of the involved algorithms. Key contributions of Northstar include a new visual data exploration paradigm [18, 19], new data structures/algorithms to better support interactive data exploration [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27], novel low-latency AutoML tools [28, 29, 30, 31], and techniques to protect the user from common mistakes [32, 33, 34, 35, 36]. Northstar is now commercialized by Einblick Analytics and used by several companies (e.g., BMW, Covestro) and government agencies (e.g., DARPA/IAIC and USDAO).

Thanks to my outstanding students, post-docs, and numerous collaborators from academia and industry, these projects led to 33 full research papers in top-tier conferences and journals (14xSIGMOD, 8xVLDB, 3xICDE, 3xCHI, 1xNeurIPS, 1xICLR, 1xKDD, 1xPoPP, 1xMobiSys), one best paper award, and two honorable mentions/best of citations since my start at MIT in 2018, and a total of 122 publications since my start as an assistant professor at Brown.

**Instance-optimized Systems**

Modern data-processing systems are designed to be general purpose, able to handle a wide variety of different schemas, data types, and workloads. This general-purpose nature results in systems that do not take advantage of a user’s particular application and data, which often causes significant performance loss. With the SageDB project [37, 38], we are exploring a new way to engineer data-processing systems, where learning and program synthesis are used to specialize
components of the database for a given workload and data distribution. The goal is to build systems, that are able to support a wide range of workloads while providing the performance similar to what we would achieve by building and (hand-)tuning the entire system for a single application. As a first step towards this goal, we explored how different components, algorithms, and data structures of a database system could be optimized through machine learning.

In our SIGMOD 2018 paper, “The Case for Learned Index Structures” [1], we showed that traditional algorithms and data structures, particularly B-Trees, Hash-Maps, and Bloom-Filters, can be enhanced and sometimes entirely replaced by learned models with significant space and performance benefits, while providing the exact same semantic guarantees. To make this possible, we invented a new ML model, called RMI, with nano-second inference time and ways to combine probabilistic models with traditional data structures and algorithms. The result received substantial attention on (social) media (e.g., [8, 9, 10, 39, 40, 11, 42]) and led to significant follow-on work in both the database community and broader CS community [11, 38], as it provided a new perspective on how to optimize many fundamental algorithms and data structures in CS. At the same time, it also raised a lot of controversy because of its unintuitive result that machine learning can improve data structures with provable (sub-)linear complexity. Most notably, three individual blog posts by Prof. Neumann, Prof. Mitzenmacher, and a group at Stanford raised the question of whether other more traditional approaches can outperform Learned Range Indexes, Bloom-Filters, or Hash-Maps. Since the blogs were published, we joined forces with Prof. Neumann and his team to perform a joint evaluation, that showed that Learned Indexes are indeed much smaller while providing better or similar performance than traditional approaches [43, 44]. Subsequently, Ferragina et al. theoretically proved why learned indexes are more space efficient [45]. We and others showed that the advantage of a learned index on real-world systems is mainly due to its smaller size rather than its lower latency [16, 16]. We also joined forces with Prof. Mitzenmacher and recently published a new approach to Learned Bloom Filters called Partitioned Learned Bloom Filters (PLBF) [47]. PLBF can be regarded as a generalization with provable guarantees of Sandwiched Learned Bloom Filter (SBF) [45], an advancement by Mitzenmacher on our original work [1], and Adaptive Learned Bloom Filter (Ada-BF) [49], another follow-on work on [1] by Dai and Shrivastava. We also theoretically and experimentally evaluated when (RMI) models can be better hash functions for Hash-Maps [50] and developed new Learned Index Models with error guarantees [51, 52].

Later, in the Flood project [2], we demonstrated how we can extend the idea of learned indexes to multi-dimensional indexes, which outperform alternative general-purpose data structures by orders of magnitude by automatically adjusting to the data distribution and workload. With Tsunami [3], we extended the Flood technique to create a first self-optimizing in-memory storage manager, which also takes advantage of correlation within the data. Together with Microsoft, we developed methods to automatically “instance-optimize” storage layouts for a given workload, considering not only single table accesses but also joins [53]. The Learned Index paper also inspired us to investigate other related problems. For example, in [5, 54] we created an ML-enhanced sorting algorithm, which outperforms the best sorting algorithms we were able to find by up to 30% in sorting throughput even when including the model training time.

In addition to developing fundamental ML-enhanced algorithms and data structures, my research group also worked on instance-optimizing higher-level components of a database management system [6, 7, 55, 56, 57]. For example, with NEO [6] we developed the first end-to-end learning-based query optimizer. Query optimization is a crucial component of any database system to achieving good performance. The key contributions of the paper are our model representation and our demonstration that a learned query optimizer can outperform traditional optimizers of open-source and commercial systems with much less development time. However, NEO can still take days to train and, similar to most deep learning approaches, NEO’s decisions are hard for a human to understand. To address these shortcomings, we developed BAO [7], which learns to improve a traditional optimizer rather than replacing it entirely. In [7, 58, 17], we show how BAO can outperform the query optimizers of open-source and commercial row and column stores after a much shorter training time than NEO, and how it can be used to make automatic decisions as well as to function as an advisor for a database administrator.

Impact These projects are among the earliest successes in the area of learning-based database systems and ML-enhanced algorithms and data structures. Our techniques have spurred considerable interest from industry and follow-up research within and outside the database community (see also [38]). For example, Google integrated Learned Index structures into their BigTable system, improving the throughput by up to 2× [16], and research at the University of Wisconsin showed how Learned Indexes can improve “lookup performance by 1.23x-1.78x as compared to state-of-the-art production LSMs” [46]. To date, we have counted over 50 new variants of learned
indexes (see [11] for a list of papers) and Google lists our 2018 Learned Index paper as the most cited SIGMOD paper over the last 5 years [50]. The idea of Learned Index was also applied to other areas, including network package classification [60], DNA sequence search [4], longest prefix matches [61], and has been adopted for various modern hardware configurations such as multi-core environments [62], NVM [63], and RDMA [64]. Follow-up research on Learned Index Structures appeared in database (e.g., VLDB [65]), systems (e.g., OSDI [64]), machine learning (e.g., NeurIPS [49]), networking (e.g., SIGCOMM [60]), and theory (e.g., Theor. Comput. Sci. [66]) conferences. Researchers at Purdue even created an entire tutorial and taxonomy just on learned indexes [13, 14].

Similarly, NEO and BAO received a lot of attention from industry and academia. We collaborated with Microsoft to evaluate the benefits of BAO for Big Data workloads, showing up to 90% runtime latency savings for complex queries [17]. We are aware of at least two cloud database providers who are working on integrating BAO into their production systems. BAO also received the best paper award at SIGMOD’21 and our evaluation with Microsoft [17] a “Best Industrial Paper Honorable Mention.”

Another indicator of the impact of our work is the fact that I have been invited to give nine keynotes on our ML for Systems work since 2019, including keynotes for O’Reilly AI and VLDB’21 [38], the largest database conference.

Interactive Data Science: Northstar

Northstar [18] is a visual interactive data science platform. It enables domain experts and data scientists to work together during a single meeting to visualize, transform, and analyze even the most complex data on the spot. In contrast to other systems, Northstar tries to always return a result in seconds, regardless of the operation complexity and data size, in order to foster interaction and collaboration. This new interactive mode of operation required us to rethink the full analytics stack, from the interface to the low level system internals.

Interface: Current analytics frameworks still focus on a text-based scripting interface, making it hard for domain experts and data scientist to collaborate in real time. While systems like Tableau make a step in the right direction, they still do not support the creation of sophisticated data pipelines. With Vizdom [19], Northstar’s user interface for Interactive Data Science, we aimed to create a new interaction paradigm to enable true in-person and remote collaboration. Vizdom diverges from standard dashboards and workflow engines, and provides immediate feedback using progressive computation for any operation while also allowing users to compose complex analytic workflows. As we showed in a systematic user study [67], even a few seconds’ delay can negatively impact the data exploration process, while progressive and approximate computation allows the user to stay immersed in the activity.

Backend: Surprisingly, today’s analytics frameworks are ill-suited to support interactive visual frontends, even for simple operations over small data sets. Current frameworks like Spark are designed to process massive data sets distributed across huge clusters and scheduling a single job can already take longer than any reasonable interactivity latency threshold. With Tupleware [22], we explored the design of a new framework intended to provide interactive latencies for analytic database queries. Two key contributions of Tupleware are the close-to-zero execution overhead, and new query compilation optimization techniques [20, 21, 22, 23]. The latter fundamentally bridges the gap between query optimizers, which usually make high-level optimization decisions (e.g., picking a join algorithm), and compilers, which make low-level decisions (e.g., loop-unrolling). More recently, we extended the ideas of Tupleware to more efficiently compile Python code with error-handling as part of the Tuplex project [26, 27].

Even the fastest run-time can be too slow to guarantee interactive response times over large data sets. Approximate query processing (AQP) techniques can help in those situations but, as we showed in [68], require a significant amount of preprocessing time, which prevents ad hoc analysis. We therefore built Northstar’s Interactive Data Exploration Accelerator [24, 69] and with it investigated new AQP techniques designed for visual interactive data science. The key contributions of this work are (1) new sample management techniques [24, 69], (2) VisTrees [70] to better support the access patterns created by visual front-ends, (3) a novel low-overhead query result re-use technique [25], and (4) a new AQP processing model and optimizations for interactive data exploration with visual interfaces [71].

Smart Assistants: A visual interactive data exploration system alone does not make data science readily accessible for domain experts without a deep technical background in CS, statistics/ML, etc. Rather, we need to provide a lot of (automatic) assistants to help the domain experts to achieve the task. We therefore developed a series of techniques to help users to (1) build models [28, 29, 30, 31, 72], (2) find interesting and significant insights [73, 74, 75, 76, 77], (3) deal with data quality issues [78, 79, 80, 81, 82, 83, 84, 85], (4) create labels [86], and
prevent common mistakes [32-35, 38]. The following highlights some of these results.

**ML Assistant:** One key promise of Northstar is to help users to quickly arrive at an initial solution, often a model, in a collaborative setting. Hence, we designed the first interactive AutoML tool, called Alpine Meadow [31], which returns a first high-quality model in just a few seconds, which it then continuously refines in the background. Alpine Meadow improves upon our previous AutoML work MLbase [29] and TUPAQ [30] by combining transfer learning with a novel sampling and pruning technique in order to achieve interactive model training times. Since 2017, Alpine Meadow has dominated the DARPA D3M AutoML competition (see [31] for more details) before Northstar was spun out as a company. More recently, we expanded Alpine Meadow to automatically find and join related datasets to increase the prediction quality of a model [72], which received a “Best of VLDB” invite from TODS.

**Data Quality Assistant:** Working with our industry partners, we found (unsurprisingly) that data scientists commonly integrate disparate data sources into one data set, and that the integrated data is almost never complete or 100% clean. As a first step to address this problem, we aimed to estimate the impact of the missing data (a.k.a. unknown unknowns) on aggregate query results. While sounding impossible, our previous work on “Crowdsourced enumeration queries” [87], which received the ICDE best paper award and was listed in ACM’s Computing Review “Best of Computing,” laid the foundation for it by proposing techniques to estimate the completeness of a set. Building on these results, we developed a novel bucket estimator, capable of estimating not only the completeness of a data set, but also the potential impact of the missing data under loose conditions. The result of this work was published at SIGMOD [50] and received a TODS’ Best of SIGMOD 2015 invite [83]. Together with Brown’s Center for Evidence Synthesis in Health we then explored how these techniques can lower the cost to create systematic reviews (published in a medical journal [88]). Similarly, we created techniques to estimate the number of remaining data errors within a data set [79] and how sampling [78, 82] or crowd-sourcing [89, 85] can be used to more (cost-)efficiently clean a data set. In addition we also developed assistants to recommend visualizations [90, 76], type detection [75], and insight recommendation [73, 74], and worked on techniques to automatically protect users from the multiple hypothesis pitfall [32, 33, 34, 76] and the Simpson paradox [36].

**Impact:** Northstar was featured several times in the media (e.g., Techcrunch [91] and Science [92]) and we received several awards for the work including the best demo award at VLDB 2015, a TODS’ Best of SIGMOD 2015 and, a Best of VLDB 2020 invite for papers out of the Northstar project. Our research results influenced many follow-up works, and the cumulative effect was that I received the VLDB Early Career Contribution award for “advancing systems research on interactive data analytics” and was invited to give a keynote at SIGMOD in 2017 on the Northstar system [92]. After multiple demo deployments in industry, Northstar is currently being commercialized by Einblick Analytics, Inc., as a venture-backed MIT/Brown spin-off, and used by large enterprises (e.g., BMW and Covestro) and government agencies (e.g., DARPA/JAIC, USDAA, the Ethiopian government/Gates Foundation).

**Other projects**

**NAM-DB:** Traditional distributed database systems are designed assuming that the network is the bottleneck and thus must be avoided as much as possible. However, we observed that with the next generation of networks this assumption is no longer true [94]. We therefore suggested a new database design, called NAM-DB [94], which is able to take full advantage of high-bandwidth networks. We further showed that, contrary to common wisdom, distributed transactions can be made scalable [95], and developed new partitioning [96] and replication protocols [97] to take full advantage of next generation networks. This work was done in close collaboration with Oracle and has wide reaching implications for distributed (DB) system design. We received an “ACM SIGMOD Research Highlight Award” for our partition paper [96] and Erfan Zamanian received the “Honorable Mention for the Jim Gray Dissertation Award” for his work on NAM-DB.

**Crowd sourcing:** Before starting as an Assistant Professor, I worked on CrowdDB [98-99], a hybrid human-machine database system that automatically uses crowdsourcing to integrate human input for processing queries that neither database systems nor search engines can adequately answer (e.g., certain cleaning or data collection tasks). CrowdDB won the best demo award at VLDB’11 [99] and I gave the first crowdsourcing tutorial [100] for DB researchers at VLDB in 2011. Today, most database conferences feature a crowd-sourcing track.

I further worked on protocols for geo-replication as part of the MDCC project [101-102], and was the first to explore a cloud database architecture that separates compute and storage [103-105], which now is the industry standard for most cloud database systems.
Teaching and Service
In 2014, I created the first “Data Science” course at Brown University to train students in the interdisciplinary field of data science. I designed the course to fill a gap in the course offerings at Brown as none of the existing courses taught how the different disciplines involved in data science (visualizations, statistics/machine learning, databases, etc.) actually worked together. One challenge with the course was its increasing class size: 45 in 2014, 120 in 2015, and over 200 initially registered students in 2016 (the class was capped by Brown). To keep the class still interactive, I started to use iClickers, introduced reversed classrooms, and did conference-style poster session for the final project presentations.

More recently, I designed 6.080 “Software Systems for Data Science” at MIT. Similar to the “Data Science” course at Brown, the course offers an integrated perspective on how data cleaning, data integration, scalable systems, fundamental statistics, machine learning, and scalable visualization have to come together to create data products. I helped craft the “Data Science Education” report as part of a workshop organized by the NSF in Washington DC, and participated in several Data Science Education panels [106, 107]. As a member of Brown’s Data Science Initiative, I significantly contributed to the creation of Brown’s Master of Data Science curriculum and taught a new variant of my Data Science course as part of the master’s program in fall 2017. At MIT I taught 6.814/6.830 “Database Systems” as an instructor and 6.033 “Computer Systems Engineering” as a recitation instructor. As part of 6.033, I helped to develop new active learning techniques, such as the database Jeopardy game, that is now used by all recitation instructors. For the fall 2021, together with Mohammad Alizadeh and in collaboration with Microsoft, I am planning to offer a new course on “Machine Learning for Systems.”

However, my real passion is advising students and helping them to become professors, researchers, entrepreneurs, or leaders in industry. I am proud that my first five students (1 co-advised with Andy Van Dam at Brown) all successfully graduated with a strong record. For example, Erfan Zamanian received an honorable mention for the Jim Gray dissertation award [108]. All my current students form a very strong team and I am proud of their academic achievements, which have received external recognition in the form of various fellowships (e.g., Andrew Crotty received the Google PhD Fellowship, and Jialin Ding and Leonhard Spiegelberg the Facebook PhD Fellowship). Without them, it would be impossible for our ML for Systems research agenda to have the academic success, visibility, and impact it is currently enjoying.

Service
After starting at MIT, I co-founded the MIT Data Systems and AI Lab (DSAIL), an industry sponsored lab that I now lead together with Sam Madden. The lab consists of eight faculty members and is focused on exploring how to enhance systems using ML and build systems for ML. As part of the lab, I organize yearly retreats with close to 100 participants and helped establish several successful research collaborations, which lead to numerous joint papers.

I was the main representative of Rhode Island and member of the steering committee at the NSF Northeast Big Data Hub before transitioning to the advisory board. I regularly serve on the PhD admission committee, have served on over 30 program committees and was a program chair at nine conference tracks/workshops, including co-chairing one of the largest database conferences, SIGMOD, in 2016 and 2019.

Community Engagement
I also strive to improve the database community and help junior researchers to find their footing. For example, I helped to implement the Toronto Paper Matching System (TPMS) at SIGMOD’19. This was one of many improvement Amol Deshpande, Anastasia Ailamaki, and I made to improve the review quality for SIGMOD’19 (see [109] for an overview). Furthermore, I regularly participate at Young Researchers symposiums/workshops (e.g., I gave the keynote at the VLDB’21 and VLDB’16 PhD workshop and the SIGMOD’15 New Researcher Symposium) and served as a mentor and judge at HackMIT in 2020 and 2021 to help junior CS students. I continuously advise undergraduate researchers as part of MIT’s UROP program. Several undergraduates have been involved in papers and demos and my SuperUROP Yaateh received the “2020 SuperUROP award” for his work. More recently, I organized LADSIOS@VLDB [https://www.ladsios.org/], a new workshop, that is intended as a tutorial on recent work on learned algorithms, data structures, and instance-optimized systems to help young researchers to enter the field of ML for Systems. All 14 talks at the workshop will be given by young researchers, providing them with a unique platform to increase the visibility of their work, network, and form new collaborations.
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